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ABSTRACT:   
 

We have number of reviews every day on the internet about different products, movies and 
what not, consist of valuable information like reviewer’s emotion, opinion or attitude. 
Capturing those sentiments of customers from that informal text is task of sentiment 
Analysis. This paper outlines briefly an approach based on Word Alignment Model for 
deriving sentiments of the reviewer at deeper level. With the Electronic Product Review 
dataset, system preprocess the data to obtain the segments for the Word Alignment Model 
which is trained using EM algorithm in unsupervised manner. Partial links from the 
syntactic parser is incorporated to improve the result. Association Relation between 
extracted words are calculated along with the confidence value for each word 
individually. With these probabilistic values, a graph called Opinion Association Graph 
depicts the relativeness between relevant product features and sentiments.  
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[1] INTRODUCTION  

In today’s marketing world, manufacturers are more careful about their customers 

as they are assets to the company. While developing new products, manufacturers takes in 

account customers feedback in to account to increase the success of new products. These 

feedbacks are in the form of online purchase reviews and Q&A forms at the end of 

product delivery. Such reviews are generally consist of informal language with lot of 

grammatical mistakes. But they hold valuable information such as customers Sentiments. 

So, sentiment analysis is an important task of natural language processing. As given in 

[2], these analysis plays vital part in the process of taking decisions both in case of 

manufacturer and customers. People generally tend to buy products which are 

recommended by their friends, family, colleagues or neighbors.   

For the task of sentiment analysis it is just not sufficient to look at positive or 

negative words in reviews. But to understand the meaning of what customers are satisfied 

about in particular and at distress with what feature. Overall rating fails to do this. These 
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textual reviews show more complex issues like polarity shift by expressing diverse 

opinions on different viewpoints at a same time in the same survey. To proficiently deal 

with such case, Fine-grained analysis is required. 

In an item surveys, noun phrases generally are product features or opinion targets or 

for which reviewer is talking about e.g. "TV screen". Then again, adjectives of these 

features or opinion words are the adjectives defining these noun phrases e.g. "Colorful", 

"Disappointing" and "Big". Fine-grained sentiment analysis includes the task of co-

extricating opinion word and opinion target precisely [1]. 

This paper focus on the errand of fine-grained opinion mining which includes 

distinguishing opinion targets and opinion words and identifying association or opinion 

relation among them. To perform this task method based on Word Alignment Model is 

used to co-extract alignments from the textual reviews. Word alignment model is trained 

with EM algorithm to obtain optimized pairs. Partial links from the syntactic parser is 

incorporated after this to improve co-extraction. Opinion association is calculated between 

co-extracted pair and confidence is assigned to both words and targets. With these 

probabilistic values, a graph called Opinion Association Graph depicts the relativeness 

between extracted pair. 

 

[2] STATE OF THE ART  

 Sentiment Analysis of informal text in the form of reviews is very common task in 

the natural language processing domain. There is lot of work is done in this particular area. 

According to [2] this work is divided at different levels as word-level, aspect-level, 

sentence-level, document-level or corpus-level. 

 In sentence-level opinion extraction, features are selected with the use of contextual 

words to indicate opinion words. And sequence labeling algorithms like CRFs and HMM 

are used as given in [3], [4] and [5] to build extractor. The drawback of this approach is the 

need of labeled data to train model which showed poor extraction performance in case of 

insufficient data or inter-domain texts. 

 On the other hand corpus-level opinion extraction, tried to build sentiment word 

dictionary with the list of words generally based on unsupervised approach. Techniques 

based on co-occurrence count as given in [6] or nearest-neighbor in [7] were unable to 

provide better results than techniques like syntax information obtained from syntactic 

patterns to capture relation among words as specified in [8] or Double propagation which 

iteratively performs co-extraction described in [9] and [10]. But majority of them fails to 

catch all opinion relations precisely. 

 Topic modeling concept was employed to cluster all words related to same aspect in 

the reviews rather than extracting sentiment words or targets, focus was more on topic 

identification as given in [11], [12] and [13].    

 

 [3] PROPOSED APROACH 

To exactly mine the opinion relations among words, this system propose a method 

based on a Monolingual Word Alignment Model (WAM). Here we used IBM 3 Model 

which includes fertility step. An opinion target can find its corresponding modifier 
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through word alignment. These extraction result can be improved with the use of syntactic 

links from parser. Similarly, Opinion association modeling word positioning information 

and co-occurrence count forms edge of Opinion relation graph. This graph gives related 

words from the input textual reviews. Confidence value is associated with every node 

specifying relevance of the word in the graph. Optimal pairs of opinion word and opinion 

targets are obtained as end result. 

System Architecture is shown in fig.1 gives the brief flow about the system with 

modules described as: 

 
Figure 1: System Architecture 

Preprocessing: Cleaning of data with stop-word removal, stemming 

IBM3 Word Alignment Model: Alignments between words 

Opinion Association Graph: Bipartite graph between opinion words and targets  

Co-ranking Algorithm: Candidate Confidence Calculation 

Opinion association for our system is shown in figure 2 depicting possible 

opinion words and target candidates which will be refined with further processing. 
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Figure 2: Opinion Relation Graph 

 

 

 

3.1 Mathematical Approach 

 For the task of statistical machine translation, IBM provides set of different 

word alignment models which are generally used in Natural Language Processing. 

These models are progressively trained as (IBM1, 2 and so on). IBM model 1 uses 

lexical translation with occurrence information and positional information. 

 So these models are progressively trained using EM Algorithm as given 

below, 

Initially, we assume that every word in corpus is aligned to every other word in 

corpus 

 𝐶𝑜 − 𝑜𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝐶𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡 = 1  𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑠 𝑖𝑛 𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑝𝑢𝑠  

Maximization Step: 

 From the corpus model learns to update its knowledge by re assigning 

probability values. 

Expectation Step: 

 From the learned Knowledge, probabilities in the corpus are updated. 

 

 After another iteration it becomes clear that how words are aligned to each other in 

the corpus. This process of lexical translation is there with IBM 1 model. In our 

system we have used IBM 3 model which along with lexical translation considers 

fertility information i.e. a word in a corpus is modified by how many other words. 

Opinion Association: 

 It describes how much the two words are associated with each other based on 

co-occurrence and positional information. It requires probability values for: 

 Alignment probabilities between two words 

𝑃(𝑁𝑜𝑢𝑛|𝑀𝑜𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑒𝑟) 
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 Reverse Alignment probabilities of same two words 

𝑃(𝑀𝑜𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑒𝑟|𝑁𝑜𝑢𝑛) 

𝑂𝐴 = 𝛼 ∗ 𝑃(𝑁𝑜𝑢𝑛|𝑀𝑜𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑒𝑟) + (1 − 𝛼)𝑃(𝑀𝑜𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑒𝑟|𝑁𝑜𝑢𝑛) 

Where, 

α – Harmonic Factor 

With opinion Association value candidate confidence is calculated for opinion 

relation graph based Co-ranking Algorithm. 

Co-ranking Algorithm: 

 

  𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑓𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 = 𝑂𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝐴𝑠𝑠𝑜𝑐𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 + 𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑟 𝐾𝑛𝑜𝑤𝑙𝑒𝑑𝑔𝑒 
 

Prior knowledge about opinion target is obtained by tf-idf calculation for the 

same. On the other hand for opinion word it is based on positive and negative 

score specified in SentiWordNet Dictionary as described detail in [1]. 

Candidates with lower confidence are removed from graph as a noise removal step. 

 

[4] RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  

As given in [1], Experimental comparison among Syntactic Pattern based methods, 

Word Alignment Model and Partially Supervised Word Alignment Model based method 

for opinion relation identification between opinion word/target extraction is shown in 

figure 3 and 4S. Here, X-axis represents name of different Product Review Datasets and 

Y-axis represents recall and precision values for the three methods. It is clearly observed 

that Partially-Supervised word Alignment model outperforms all existing methods for 

opinion relation identification for opinion target/word extraction. 

 
Figure 3: Recall Graph 
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Figure 4: Precision Graph 

 
 

 
 

[5] CONCLUSIONS 

An approach for extracting opinion or sentiment at deeper level from the reviews is 

discussed here. Based on Word Alignment Model, from preprocessed informal text 

alignments are obtained specifying candidate words and targets. Opinion association gives 

relation among these words is depicted in Opinion Relation Graph. These candidates are 

assigned with confidence values further to refine them as a process of noise removal. 

Expected result shows that system performs well than state of the art methods. 
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